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Overview

As COVID-19 continues its spread 
across the world, health systems 
are preparing for the influx of 
patients. Staff, equipment and 
supplies involved in that care 
may need to double. All health 
systems are preparing for the 
arrival of symptomatic patients. 
They are quickly setting up 
temporary environments where 
patients can be tested and treated 
safely.  

This is your chance to be creative, 
to harness your inner MacGyver, 
to use what you have and make 
something work for clinicians and 
patients.   

Do try to follow the Furniture 
Design Checklist, but if you must 
choose between an upholstered 
seat and no seat at all, offer the 
seat!  You’d be surprised what 
health systems will make do with 
in this time of preparedness. 

Use verbs, not nouns!  Closely 
listen to what your health system 
partners are telling you they need 
to do and think about how to 
make that happen. 

FURNITURE DESIGN CHECKLIST

 Reduce surface contamination linked to healthcare associated infections 
Surfaces are easily cleaned, with no surface joints or seam      

Materials for upholstery are impervious (nonporous)                                         

Surfaces are nonporous and smooth 

 Reduce patient falls and associated injuries
Chair has armrests

Space beneath the chair supports foot position changes 

Chair seat posterior tilt angle and seat back recline facilitate patient egress

Chairs are sturdy, stable, and cannot be easily tipped over

Rolling furniture includes locking rollers or casters – or better yet, NO 
casters or rollers. 

Chairs have no sharp or hard edges that can injure patients who fall or trip



Temporary Environments

Screening Triage

Tables and Supply Set Up Patient Care

Screening. Locations to perform 
screening for COVID-19; commonly 
set up in drive up locations

Triage. Spaces to assess patient 
needs and provide basic care

Tables and Supply Set Up. 
Additional space to process work 
and support supply set up

Patient Care. May be nursing units 
being converted to ICU beds, 
clinic spaces being converted 
to inpatient beds as well as 
non-traditional spaces like civic 
centers, hotels, schools, etc. 
being converted into patient 
treatment areas



Screening Spaces

Many COVID-19 screening locations 
are being set up in parking lots. The 
furniture needs for these locations 
include:

Place to hold supplies that’s mobile 

Surface to set up supplies

Peace Health SW Medical Center in VancouverWellspan Ephrata Community Hospital, Ephrata (Lancaster County), PA

Wellspan Ephrata Community Hospital, Ephrata (Lancaster County), PA M Health Fairview in MinneapolisWalmart in Joliet and Northlake, Illinois



Screening Spaces | Thought Starters

Tables create a visual boundary to 
signal where patients can access

A comfortable chair gives staff a place 
to sit when they’re able

Tu Metal Storage

Everywhere Table Caper Chair

Tu Metal Storage

Taller, mobile storage provides supply 
transport and storage and the  top can 
be used for another surface 

Smaller storage with locks tucks 
under table for more space 



Triage Spaces

Care teams need to assess patients 
and administer basic care, if 
needed. The furnishings in these 
spaces include:

Place to hold supplies that’s mobile

Surface to set up supplies  

Place for worker to sit  

Place for patient to sit  

Ability to divide space

Norton Women's & Children's Hospital in Louisville, KY

Reno, Washoe County, Neva-
da

Renown Regional Medical Center in Reno (Washoe County), Nevada

Sheridan Memorial Hospital In Sheridan, WY



Triage Spaces | Thought Starters

Tu Metal Storage Aside Chair

Canvas Wall Physician Stool
Space division provides a level of 
privacy and separation

A  comfortable chair with arms 
provides supportive ingress and 
egress

A larger storage unit holds more 
supplies Ethospace System

Caper Chair



Triage Spaces | Thought Starters

Tu Metal StorageCaper Chair

Action OfficePhysician Stool
Space division gives a level of 
privacy and separation

A larger storage unit holds more 
supplies and the top provides a 
surface

A  comfortable chair with arms is 
supportive for ingress and egress



Triage Spaces | Thought Starters

A smaller storage unit is mobile to be 
positioned where needed and the top can be 
used as an additional surface

A comfortable chair without arms for more 
mobile patients

Everywhere Table

Limerick Chair

Canvas Group Screens

Physician Stool

Tu Metal Storage



Tables and Supply 
Set Up
Supplies and testing need to 
be coordinated and staged. 
The furnishings in these spaces 
include:

Surfaces on casters 

Place to store supplies

Seating for workers Valley Health System in New Jersey



Tables and Supply Set Up | Thought Starters

Everywhere TableTu Metal Storage

Verus Chair
Mobile tables with locking casters can be 
configured to work process

Mobile storage holds supplies and is tucked 
out of the way under the surface

Ergonomic seating keeps staff comfortable as 
they work



Patient Care

Existing spaces can be reconfigured 
into patient care units and standard 
patient units can be converted to 
critical care units. Non-traditional 
spaces like civic centers, hotels, 
schools, etc. being converted 
into patient treatment areas. 
The furnishings in these spaces 
include:

Place to hold supplies: mix of small 
& bulky items 

Surface to set up supplies   

Place for patient to sit  

Mobile patient surface to fit 
overbed

Temporary Hospital at the IFEMA Convention Center in Madrid, Spain

Temporary Hospital at the IFEMA Convention Center in Madrid, Spain

Temporary Hospital at the IFEMA Convention Center in Madrid, Spain Temporary hospital transformed from an exhibition center in Wuhan in central China's Hubei Province



Patient Care | Thought Starters

Tu Metal Storage

Action Office
A system of reconfigurable components lets 
you set up storage and surfaces to meet 
needs

Mobile storage holds supplies and is stored 
out of the way under the surface


